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	Techniques in High Pressure Neutron Scattering, 9781439835623 (1439835624), CRC Press, 2012

	Drawing on the author’s practical work from the last 20 years, Techniques in High Pressure Neutron Scattering is one of the first books to gather recent methods that allow neutron scattering well beyond 10 GPa. The author shows how neutron scattering has to be adapted to the pressure range and type of measurement.


	Suitable for both newcomers and experienced high pressure scientists and engineers, the book describes various solutions spanning two to three orders of magnitude in pressure that have emerged in the past three decades. Many engineering concepts are illustrated through examples of real high pressure devices that have demonstrated their capacity and have produced scientific results.


	After introducing basic engineering concepts related to the elastic and plastic behavior of cylindrical pressure devices, the text emphasizes mechanical and neutronic properties of construction materials. Subsequent chapters describe numerous high pressure techniques, including liquid/gas, clamp, and McWhan cells. The book also focuses on Paris-Edinburgh devices, high pressure metrology, and scientific applications.
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Introduction to Cryptography with Coding TheoryPrentice Hall, 2006

	This book is based on a course in cryptography at the upper-level under- graduate and beginning graduate level that has been given at the University of Maryland since 1997, and a course that bos been taught at Rutgers Uni- versity since 2003. When designing the courses, we decided on the following requirements:

	

	• The...


		

Vibrational (Infrared and Raman) Spectra of Minerals and Related Compounds (Springer Mineralogy)Springer, 2019

	
		The book presents new data on the IR spectra of minerals and on the Raman spectra of more than 2000 mineral species. It also includes examples of IR spectroscopy applications to investigate minerals, and discusses the most important potential applications of Raman spectroscopy in mineralogical research. The book serves as a reference...



		

Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling Mac book of all time, updated for OS X Mountain Lion and the latest hardware


	More and more people are joining the ranks of Mac owners each year. This popular guidebook, as user-friendly as the Mac itself, has sold more than 1.3 million copies in previous editions. In this most recent version, popular author...





	

MCSA/MCSE 70-294 Exam Cram: Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory InfrastructureQue, 2006
MCSA/MCSE 70-294 Exam Cram, Second Edition is the #1-selling quick-study guide to help you pass the 70-294 exam from Microsoft, which is one of the four core exams in the MCSE 2003 and MCSA 2003 certification programs. This new edition covers all exam objectives, including how to implement and manage an active...

		

Digital Signal Processing: An Introduction with MATLAB and ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	In three parts, this book contributes to the advancement of engineering education and that serves as a general reference on digital signal processing. Part I presents the basics of analog and digital signals and systems in the time and frequency domain. It covers the core topics: convolution, transforms, filters, and random signal analysis....


		

Introducing Mechanisms and APIs for Memory Management: Using Windows OS Native Runtime APIsApress, 2019

	
		
			Explore and learn introductory topics about programming mechanisms for memory management available for Microsoft Windows. This book uses C++ pointers and specialized APIs such as the smart pointers of the C++ Standard Library and Microsoft UCRT functions. You’ll also see how to work with lvalue and  rvalue...
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